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In statistical spike train analysis, stochastic point process
models usually assume stationarity, in particular that the
underlying spike train shows a constant firing rate (e.g.
[1]). However, such models can lead to misinterpreta-
tion of the associated tests if the assumption of rate sta-
tionarity is not met (e.g. [2]). Therefore, the analysis of
nonstationary data requires that rate changes can be
located as precisely as possible. However, present statis-
tical methods focus on rejecting the null hypothesis of
stationarity without explicitly locating the change point
(s) (e.g. [3]).
We propose a test for stationarity of a given spike
train that can also be used to estimate the change points
in the firing rate. Assuming a Poisson process with pie-
cewise constant firing rate, we propose a Step-Filter-
Test (SFT) which can work simultaneously in different
time scales, accounting for the high variety of firing
patterns in experimental spike trains. Formally, we com-
pare the numbers N1=N1(t,h) and N2=N2(t,h) of spikes
in the time intervals (t-h,t] and (h,t+h]. By varying t
within a fine time lattice and simultaneously varying the
interval length h, we obtain a multivariate statistic D(h,
t):=(N1-N2)/√(N1+N2), for which we prove asymptotic
multivariate normality under homogeneity. From this a
practical, graphical device to spot changes of the firing
rate is constructed.
Our graphical representation of D(h,t) (Figure 1A)
visualizes the changes in the firing rate. For the statisti-
cal test, a threshold K is chosen such that under homo-
geneity, |D(h,t)|<K holds for all investigated h and t
with probability 0.95. This threshold can indicate poten-
tial change points in order to estimate the inhomoge-
neous rate profile (Figure 1B). The SFT is applied to a
sample data set of spontaneous single unit activity
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Figure 1 Graphical representation of the step filter test (SFT) that detects rate changes in Poisson spike trains. A. Curves indicate values of D(h,t)
as a function of time t for different window sizes h (in different colors). B. Rate histogram (grey) of the corresponding spike train. Blue step
function indicates estimated rate profile.
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any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.recorded from the substantia nigra of anesthetized mice.
In this data set, multiple rate changes are identified
which agree closely with visual inspection. In contrast to
approaches choosing one fixed kernel width [4], our
method has advantages in the flexibility of h.
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